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video may contain ads.click on the download links below to proceed. freewatchthismovieq: flash
builder 4.5: how to get the filereference.save() to work? in flash builder 4.5 i can save a filereference

to the server and return the stream, but this has to be done manually. it looks like it should be
automatic but it doesn't work. here's what i mean: var fref:filereference = new filereference();

fref.save("/myfile.swf", new filestream(), "file", filemode.write); var s:filestream = new filestream();
s.open("/myfile.swf", filemode.write); s.writebytes(fref.data); s.close(); the file is successfully written

to the server but the filereference.data property always has 0 bytes. i've also tried to use the
invokeasync(fref.save, [], []) method but this has the same effect. in case it is relevant, the call to the
method is performed in a custom actionscript class (in a separate class than where the filereference

is defined). a: flash builder 4.5 generates a version of the save() method that first creates an
anonymous package to hold the file. calling the method without arguments, implicitly, calls the
generateanonymouspackage() method. calling the method with an empty array as the second

argument, calls the package. you can use the package.name property to access the anonymous
package and either set the package.usecontainer in the second argument, or open the file from the
package. the result is that the file is written to the package rather than to the filesystem. 1. field of

the invention the present invention relates to a reading apparatus which reads an image on an
original. 2. description of the related art conventionally, an image sensor is provided in an apparatus
for reading an image on a document such as a digital copying machine or the like to detect light from

a document illuminated by an illumination unit. the light is reflected from the document, and the
reflected light is received by an image sensor such as a charge-coupled device (ccd). the image
sensor converts the received reflected light into an electric signal to output it. the image sensor
receives reflected light while moving in a direction substantially perpendicular to a surface of the

document. in the above-mentioned image sensor, a read range is divided into a plurality of blocks,
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and a reading operation is executed in each of the divided blocks. further, a switching operation is
executed for each of the divided blocks, and the reading operation is switched from one block to

another. specifically, when the reading operation is executed for one block, the switching operation is
executed, and when the reading operation is executed for another block, the switching operation is

executed. therefore, a time period from a start of the reading operation to an end of the reading
operation can be reduced.
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online free. in fact, the early footage from train to busan 2 is so good, that one of the directors is
already making a new movie. director yeon sang-ho is back to work with train to busan co-writer kim
su-geun, who wrote the original script. in their new film, a group of underpaid koreans are forced to

take the train of a wealthy elite to the safety of an american airbase. what ensues is a visceral, bloody
struggle between the rich and the poor. the first teaser trailer for train to busan 2 dropped last week.

and it's the most disturbing part of the clip. a group of passengers is seen on a train bound for the
united states when a zombie appears in the car. the passenger who was previously the person of

honor is revealed as the zombie in full. now, the rest of the passengers scramble to fight the zombie,
but it's too late. the world's first zombie passenger massacre is caught on tape. peninsula takes place
four years after the zombie outbreak in train to busan. the korean peninsula is devastated and jung

seok, a former soldier who has managed to escape overseas, is given a mission to go back and
unexpectedly meets survivors. 5ec8ef588b
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